Loving one another. Learning for our future .
‘Our school community is inspired by the parable of the Good Samaritan from the Bible ( Luke
10:25-37), where we are encouraged to love one another with courage and compassion. Through
friendship, kindness and thoughtfulness, we will nurture each other to learn and
flourish as individuals.’
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Year 5’s Blog!
Geography
In Geography this week, we looked at a map and coloured it with different colours because we learnt about eight different types of biomes
around the world. The biomes that we learnt about were the rainforest,
temperate deciduous forest, boreal or taiga forest, grasslands and more interesting biomes. After
that, we researched on the IPads, in our pairs we went on a website called kids do ecology where
we found the names of biomes and learnt more about them. Do you want to know an interesting
fact? Well if you do then did you know that the ice biome is the coldest place on Earth; the temperatures always average below 0 degrees Celsius!
Spanish
On Monday we learnt about reducing, reusing and recycling things. We had to read the items in
Spanish and rewrite them on another sheet. Then we folded the paper in an unusual way. Afterwards, we wrote and coloured in the word ‘Como’ which means how in Spanish!
DT
In DT we evaluated our bread product and the questions were: What I like about my product,
what a peer likes about my product, what has worked well, how I could have improved my design
and something important that I have learnt. We had to answer these questions in full sentence’s
and neatly such as, I liked the cheese in it because when you it, the cheese (cheddar) it melts in
your mouth; this is an appropriate sentence. By Emily and Anissa

Lucas YN “We have
been learning about
Eggs and chickens.
Eggs come from the
mummy hen and we
ait to hatch. Then
Chicks come out of
the shell. We mustn't
touch the grey
chicks . When they
turn yellow we are
allowed to touch. ”

Year 4’s Brilliant Blog
Due to the COVID-19 virus, we had only less than 10 people in Year 4 so we
did an online quiz called kahoot .
In Maths, we were doing fractions and we had to play a fraction game
called build a fraction on the IPads. We also added two digit numbers using a paper clip on adding wheel when the clip landed on numbers we added the together.
In Grammar, we did work sheets and we had to see if the words were contractions or possessions . In homework we did a popup book. Mr Crowley read a story called The Hobbit. We did a
times table challenge. In DT, we learned about mechanism. We also went to Year 3 and we made
and drew cards for people who are sick and isolated.
In Music we did video clips and we got the instruments we were going to use from the Music
Room. Then we practiced them. We used violins, drums and keyboards. By Adnan and Bryan

Alexander YR “In
maths we learnt
about halve and
quarter. We cut pizza
into 2 and 4. We also
learnt about superheroes. My favourite
super hero is Fireman. He produces
lava tornado. ”
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Thank you St Cuthbert’s parents for your continued support. We look forward to continuing the good work in the near future. Until
then look after yourselves and stay safe.

Dear St Cuthbert children and parents,
These are anxious times for our world, but amidst anxiety,
there are always glimmers of hope! I read about dolphins in
the canals of Venice due to drop in boat activity on the canals, a sight which inhabitants have not seen for a very long
time. I have also been discovering the incredible acts of
kindness that so many individuals and companies are showing under difficult circumstances - a Gin distillery making
hand sanitizer and ‘selling’ it in response for donations to
charity is one example. The St Cuthbert children in school
this week, have also been putting their energy to good use:
they have been creating ‘thinking of you’ cards and decorative tissue-paper flowers as morale-boosters for their community! Fr Paul
has assured us
that these will be
distributed to
people needing
cheering up in
the coming days.

“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep
your balance, you must keep
moving.” Albert Einstein
Hareem Y3 “In Maths we learnt
about money . We added 10, 100, and
1000. we also converted pound to
pence. We then imagined that we
were in a toy shop and bought toys
and calculated the change.”

Max Y1
“In Maths we have been learning
about length. We used a ruler to
measure building blocks, toys and
straws.”

David Y2 “In Maths we learnt about
measurement units. Kilometres, meters,
centimetres and millimetres. 1 kilometre
is equal to 1000 meters and 1 meter is 100
centimetres.”

Year 6 Blog
History
In History, we are currently working on projects related
to steam locomotives and how railway expansion was a
turning point in British History. In groups (of two, three
or four), we researched these three subheadings: George
Stephenson, how railway development began, how the
first locomotives work, and the impact on Britain and
impact on the world. We also made incredible 3D models
to go along with the high-quality research we did.
Shapes
On Thursday, we made our own nets for shapes and cut
them out to make them 3D. After we finished constructing them, we coloured them and decorated them. It was a
fun and relaxing exercise, where we learnt a bit about
shapes and how they are constructed.
Cards
We were writing to the sick and the self-isolated giving
them encouraging messages to boost their mood. We
were feeling compassionate and empathetic for them, as
they are alone with nothing do. Many of us wrote to our
community members so that Fr Paul could give them out,
as we thought they would need these most. By Ricari and
Inaya

And, to cheer us
up, the sight of
some Y6 children
keeping the
school garden in
hand - with a
great deal of
laughter and
broad smiles
accompanying
their energetic
work!
And now, I am
signing off for a
while, wishing
you very best
wishes for the
coming weeks.
With schools
closing today for
most children,
please may I ask
you to read the
accompanying
letter which
details
government
information for
schools.
We will keep you
updated with information about school reopening, and keep
learning updated via our website class pages should this be
required.
With our very best thoughts, prayers and wishes,
Gill Putterill and the St Cuthbert Teaching Team
@SCwSMPrimary

Flowers made by Year 6 to cheer up members
of our community to be distributed by Fr Paul.

Receptions fantastic superheroes' display.
Jack Y1 “In English we
have been learning
about the Ginger Bread
man. We designed a
mode of transport for
the Ginger bread man to
escape. Mine was a hot
air balloon.”

Year 3’s great ancient Roman and amazing display
about fractions.
Judah Y3 “In History
we learnt about the
Aqueducts. In Roman
times they carry fresh
water to houses. Did
you know the Roman
invented socks? If you
have some socks at home you
can say thank you ancient Roman.”

Our recipe book packed with delicious recipes
from around the world is now available to buy
at our school office.

Aisha Y2
“We made
cards for our
friends that we
are not going
to see for a
long time because of the
virus. We also made a big card
for Mr Reid.”

Please visit for more news updates and
information.

NOTICE TO PARENTS
Parents can now buy brand new PE tops at our school
office. Same price as the uniform shop at £8.49.

Puzzle Time

ST CUTHBERT
WITH ST MATTHIAS

POLITE REMINDER
Parking
Please may we remind parents not to double park opposite our school gate. Double parking here is causing a
risk to the safety of
our children.

CHURCH OF
ENGLAND
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Originally founded as
a choir school for St
Matthias Church, our
school has a rich
heritage of education
within the context of a
Christian framework.
Our school can look
back at over a century
of
providing
an
excellent
education
for the children of our
community. We have
the highest expectations of each one of
our children and we
work to ensure that
every child leaves our
school having gained
all the important
skills and knowledge
that will help them
become successful in
their future life.

There will be exciting
prizes, for the right answer to this week’s puzzle handed in. Please
write your name and
answer on a separate
piece of paper.
Good luck!

Answer for the last week’s puzzle

St Cuthbert with St
Matthias CE School
Warwick Road
Earl’s Court
London
SW5 9UE
Phone: 020 7373 8225
Fax: 020 7460 0424
E-mail:
info@scwsm.rbkc.sch.uk
www.scwsm.rbkc.sch.uk

Notice

All scooters must be padlocked at the scooter park.
This will help them stay safe
and will keep the entrance
looking neat.

